The Chosen Flight 93 Memorial Design is a Fraud containing the World’s Largest Islamic Shaped Red
Crescent and many
other Islamic Symbols and Structures. It is soon to be constructed at the crash site
near Shanksville, PA
Facts: ** The Crescent is an Islamic Symbol, just as the Cross is Christian Symbol. ** The “Red Crescent Society” is the Middle Eastern version of our Red Cross disaster
relief agency. **A number of Islamic Flags prominently feature a Red Crescent and Star. **A Crescent and sometimes a Star are features on the top of the
minarets of many mosques. ** Muslims are required to face toward Mecca in prayer 5 times daily and the main feature of Islamic Mosques (the Mihrab or prayer
niche) MUST face toward Mecca, Saudi Arabia.

The four features below make the chosen Murdoch design totally unacceptable for a memorial to the Flight 93 Struggle & Our Fallen Heroes.
1. The original “Crescent of Embrace” design contains a giant Islamic shaped crescent with the crash site placed
between the crescent tips, in the position of the star on an Islamic crescent & star flag. In response to numerous
complaints, the architect’s “redesign” changed the name to “Bowl of Embrace” by adding a few trees to make it look
like a circle, an attempt to disguise it with an alias and a beard. Nothing else was changed from the original design in
the “redesign”.
2. It points to Mecca. A person facing directly into the
giant crescent faces Mecca, the most holy place in Islam.
The green “qibla” circle in the graphic on the right is
from the prayer-direction calculator at Islam.com. It
shows the direction to Mecca from Somerset PA (ten
miles from the crash site). The red arrow shows that a
person standing between the crescent tips and facing into
the center of the crescent will be facing toward Mecca.
Numerous other features can also be readily interpreted
as Islamic or terrorist memorializing.

3. An Islamic sundial and the Flight 93 Tower of
Voices have unusual similarities. When the shadow
of the Islamic sundial reaches the outer curved line,
it is time for Islamic afternoon prayers. The same
thing happens when the shadow of the Tower of
Voices reaches the inner arc of trees. The “Tower of
Voices” is 93’ tall and is cast in crescent shaped
concrete cross-section. The top of the tower is angled to make the horns of the crescent
point skyward. It resembles an Islamic “minaret.” from which Muslims are called to prayer.

4. 44 blocks on the Flight Path, including one for each of the terrorist hijackers.
The left side shows the Memorial Wall, which follows the path of Flight 93 from the upper crescent tip to the
point of impact. At eye level are 40 glass naming blocks, inscribed with the names of the 40 heroes of Flight
93. There is a break in the wall. Then there are three similar glass blocks inscribed with the 9/11 date. The
right-hand image shows the 44th glass block, which sits at the end of the Entry Portal Walkway, with the
inscription: “A field of honor forever.” 40 passengers and crew plus 4 hijackers = 44 people on Flight 93.

Why are there exactly 44 Glass Blocks in this design?

Congressman Tom Tancredo agrees; writing to the Park Service in November 2007, he stated, “As I pointed out in my September 2005 letter, the use of the crescent has
raised questions in some circles about whether the design would make the memorial a tribute to the hijackers rather than the victims whose mission the flight’s passengers
helped to thwart.” & “I continue to believe that the use of this symbol is unsuitable for paying appropriate tribute to the heroes of Flight 93 or the ensuing American struggle
against radical Islam that their historic last act has come to symbolize.
Flight 93 Family Member Tom Burnett, Sr. condemns the chosen design in the strongest possible terms. “It is unmistakably an Islamic symbol,” charged Mr. Burnett:
“The red Crescent of Embrace… bastardizes what my son and others did on Flight 93.” He has authorized publication of his decision to protest the crescent design by insisting
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that Tom Jr’s name not be inscribed on one of the 44 glass blocks emplaced along the flight path, or used anywhere else in the memorial.
There is much, much more. Visit CrescentOfBetrayal.com for the full exposé.

Please turn to page #2 to sign the petition. Help stop this horrible travesty. >>>

PETITION REQUEST FOR INVESTIGATION & CHANGE OF THE FLIGHT 93 MEMORIAL DESIGN

We the undersigned find many features of the chosen Flight 93 Memorial Design intolerable:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The giant crescent. The centerpiece of the chosen “Crescent of Embrace” design was a giant red Islamic shaped crescent – it remains.
It points to Mecca. The giant crescent points to Mecca, just like a mosque.
The Islamic Prayer Hour Sundial. ...and there are as many other Islamic symbols and structures in the design.
The 44 blocks. There are 44 glass blocks on the flight path, equaling the number of passengers, crew, AND terrorists.

Intentional or not, these features are entirely unacceptable. This travesty must stop and investigations must begin.
1)

2)

We, the undersigned, insist that our legislators investigate the Flight 93 Memorial design.
We ask that you consider replacing the chosen design with another which is not tainted with Islamic symbolism.
We insist that you assure that a fitting and proper memorial be designed and constructed HONORING the brave men and women of Flight 93.
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For additional reading and reference, please visit these websites: http://www.rawls.org/steinerpost.htm
www.crescentofbetrayal.com
http://www.errortheory.blogspot.com/
Watch Google Videos - Type Keywords: “Flight 93 Memorial Fraud”
PLEASE CALL YOURSTATE & FEDERAL ELECTED OFFICIALS FOR HELP!
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RETURN SIGNED PETITIONS to Bill Steiner, 201 Center Avenue, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666 (724.547.7107) Mailing Deadline for the May 3rd meeting: April 25, 2008. Come help
rd
us protest the crescent design at the Somerset County Courthouse on May 3 . Continue returning signed petitions even after this date – there will be other quarterly meetings.

